Continuous scanning mode in 3D whole body PET studies has the advantage of axial sensitivity uniformity over the majority of the axial FOV. However this scan mode requires large data handling compared to conventional discrete scans. In this work, we have implemented and evaluated a new continuous 3D scan method using 'on-the-fly' Fourier rebinnig. In this method, sinograms for the pair of rings are added in real-time into the sinograms of the incremented ring pairs by moving the bed axially one detector width at a time. For a Nring scanner, 2N-1 sinograms are transferred to a host computer at each bed position and rebinned into direct 2D sinograms using Fourier rebinning. Phantom and human studies showed that the axial image uniformity is achieved. This method can minimize the time for offline data processing and makes the continuous 3D scan more practical in clinical whole body studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
3D whole body PET scan offers the advantage of high sensitivity and can reduce patient dose while maintaining high signal to noise ratio (S/N). In conventional whole body scan, acquiring at distinct bed positions overlapping several slices results in an axially varying sensitivity profile due to the cylindrical geometry. In order to minimize the axial nonuniformity, it is necessary to optimize the number of overlapping end slices [1] and maximum ring differences being incorporated in the final images.
Several investigators have shown that the continuos axial sampling method is effective for the elimination of the axial S/N non-uniformity in the reconstructed images [2, 3, 4, 5] . This sampling method can be implement using conventional histogram mode acquisitions by moving the bed in a small discrete step or using list mode acquisitions by moving the bed in a true continuous motion. However, due to the vast amount of data produced by this scan mode, the total axial distance that can be covered is limited by the available memory and disk space. And the computation time for data to be resorted and added into sinograms may decrease the throughput of the continuous 3D scans.
In this work, we report on a new implementation of the 3D continuous scan mode using 'on-the-fly' Fourier rebinning, in which the bed is moved by axial width of detectors and synthesized sinogram data sets are transferred and rebinned into 2D sinograms at each bed position. This method does not require large memory and disk space and can improve data processing efficiency.
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Data Acquisition
All data were acquired on a Shimadzu SET-2400W PET scanner [6] , which is a 32-ring system with an axial detector width of 6.25 mm and an axial FOV of 200 mm. In 3D mode, all possible coincidence pairs of 1024 sinograms are acquired. The front-end data acquisition system consists of large-scale acquisition memories (1GB) and a microprocessor that controls data collection in histogram mode, real-time corrections for dead time and decay of radioisotopes, and data transfer to a UNIX host computer with a storage disk. The acquisition software was modified for the continuous scan mode to move the bed by the axial width of detector, shift the memory address for sinogram matrices at each bed position, and write the data acquired to the disk sequentially, as described below. 
In this work, we used Lines of response ( LOR's) corresponding to larger ring differences (larger azimuth angle) are measured less frequently than those with smaller ring differences. In general, LOR's with ring differences of ∆r are measured N-|∆r| times. In our implementation, t he sets of ring difference data remain unscaled relative to each other. This means the sinograms being weighted by the number of times they are measured, which is able to improve S/N ratio in the final reconstructed image [3] .
After the acquisition at the kth bed position, ) , , ( r s p h ∆ φ is transferred to the host computer. After the data transfer is completed, the memory buffer can be reuse for a new data set. As a result, the total size of sinogram data sets for a 3D continuous scan is given by (2N-1 
depending on the number of bed movements, where N b is the number of bytes of memory buffer per sinogram. Fig. 1 : Schematic representation of the lines of response and 3D data matrices for the continuous 3D whole body scan with a N = 6-ring scanner, which is indicated by the shaded detectors. In the 3D data space, each square corresponds to one oblique sinogram for the pair of rings (r 1 , r 2 ), and each 6x6 matrix corresponds to sinogram data set at each bed position. The shaded area in the sinogram matrices is an example of synthesized sinogram data set, which is transferred and processed at each bed position.
B. Data Processing
To correct the transferred 2N-1 sinograms for detector efficiency variations, n ormalization correction factors are calculated from the conventional 3D normalization data by averaging normalize factors of the same ring differences in a similar way as (1). Attenuation correction factors are calculated from attenuation maps, which are reconstructed and assembled from 2D whole body transmission scans with conventional discrete bed motions.
The corrected sinograms are rebinned into 2D direct sinograms using Fourier rebinning [7] . In a given oblique sinogram, the azimuth angle is approximately constant, so a 1D interoperation across different oblique sinograms is not required. As a result, one data set transferred at each bed position can be processed independently, because it includes pairs of oblique sinograms with opposite values of ∆r, which are merged to calculate discrete 2D Fourier transform as equation (6) in [7] . The resulting 2D data sets are reconstructed using 2D filtered backprojection or ordered subset EM (OSEM) algorithm [8] .
C. Phantom and Human Studies
Phantom studies were performed in order to determine the axial uniformity in S/N using a 3D continuous data collection protocol compared with the conventional 3D whole-body scan protocol in the same total scan time. A 15cm diameter, 60 cm high cylindrical phantom containing about 2 mCi of F-18 were acquired. In the conventional discrete scans, data were acquired with 200 sec x 3 bed positions overlapping end slices of 5 or 10, and maximum ring difference of 22 was used for reconstruction. In the continuous scan, data were acquired with 10 sec x 60 bed positions. The percent standard deviation of the reconstructed images were calculated by drawing a 8 cm diameter ROI at the center of each image plane. 3D Whole body scans of a normal subject were also acquired in the conventional discrete scan and the continuous scan. In the discrete scan mode, emission data were acquired with 4 min x 3 bed positions overlapping 5 slices, 90 min after injection of 4 mCi 18 FDG. Transmission data were extracted from a 2D simultaneous emission and transmission scan acquired with 2 min x 3 bed positions. Attenuation correction factors were calculated from the reconstructed attenuation map processed with the non-linear Gausssian filters [ 9] . In the continuous scan mode, emission data were acquired with 12 sec x 60 bed positions. Emission images were in all cases reconstructed using OSEM reconstruction with 1 iteration and 24 subsets [6] . A post-reconstruction 2D Butterworth filter with 16 mm cut-off was applied to the images. No axial smoothing and weighted summation of overlapped images were performed.
III. RESULTS Figure 2 shows the axial variation in standard deviation of the uniform cylinder for the discrete scan (solid line) with different overlap and for the continuous scan (circles). These r 1 r 2 on-the-fly Fourier rebinning of 2N-1 sinograms plots show that the continuous scan provide a better noise uniformity, while noise is amplified considerably near the gaps between bed positions in the discrete scan. Using 10 slice overlap, axial nonuniformity is slightly improved while the axial coverage is shortened. The data were acquired using the discrete scan (solid lines) with overlapped slices of 5 (top) and 10 (bottom) and using the continuous scan (circles).
Figures 3 and 4 show coronal and sagittal cross sections from the normal subject scan using the conventional discrete scan (left) and the continuous scan (right). The images in the top rows have not been attenuation corrected and the images in the bottom rows have been attenuation corrected using the same attenuation map for the both scan modes.
As shown in these figures, in the discrete scan, there is an increase in noise and visual artifacts at the end of the slices of each axial FOV indicated by the arrows. In the continuous scan, these noise amplifications were eliminated and the spine appears much more clearly, indicating the overall improvement in S/N. The main advantage of the continuous scan is the axial S/N uniformity as shown in Fig. 2 . In addition, the overall improvements in S/N of the whole body images can be seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . In the continuous scan, all the data points in the central slices are sampled with all the detectors in the axial direction hence the detector efficiencies in the axial direction are averaged. As a result, S/N of the data corrected for detector efficiencies is slightly improved [10] .
In this work, we have implemented continuous 3D whole body PET scanning using on-the-fly Fourier rebinning. This implementation has only required a slight modification to the acquisition software and a small size of acquisition memory and storage disk not depending on the axial coverage. Compared to the complete 3D data set, the size of sinogram data set that is transferred and processed at each bed position is small enough to be easy to handle. The program can be easily modified to improving axial sampling by decreasing the bed motion step and increasing the number of data set. But an axial sub-sampling is usually unnecessary in clinical whole body studies, because the axial resolution improvement is not significant [5] .
The one drawback of the small step bed motion is that there is a dead time introduced between each bed motions. During the patient scan, it was found that this dead time loss is less than 8% of total acquisition time, which is not critical in clinical studies. It may be possible to modify the acquisition software for the microprocessor to move the bed in a true continuos motion and to be triggered at sampling time intervals to synthesize continuos sinograms.
V. SUMMARY
We have implemented the continuous scan for 3D whole body PET studies using the on-the-fly Fourier rebinning, in which sinograms are synthesized in the acquisition memory and transferred and processed after the acquisition at each bed position. Improved data processing efficiency can make the continuous 3D whole body scan more practical in routine clinical studies, while maintaining the axial S/N uniformity
